
My reasons for 
optimism
Rob Amar, managing 
director, writes:

Firstly, may I take 
this opportunity 
to wish all 
our valued 
customers, 
brand partners, 
service providers 
and other 
readers a happy, 
healthy and 
prosperous 2017.

At a recent Company meeting, I described 
2016 as “an incredible year”. When the 
history books are written and we look back 
on 2016, we will remember a year that 
showed mankind at its inspirational best 
and depraved worst, a year of surprises, 
controversy and the downright bizarre. A 
year we will remember for (in no particular 
order): Brexit, Trump, Mossack Fonseca,  
Leicester, Rio, Aleppo, zika, burkinis, tallow 
fivers, BHS, Fabric, Marmitegate, Pokemon 
Go, and Boaty McBoatface.

So what words will I be writing in 12 
months’ time? What does 2017 have in 
store for us? Another challenging year 
ahead – don’t we say that every January? 
Uncertainty – isn’t that the new norm?

Well, I’m a “glass half full” kind of person, 
and when I compare notes once or twice 
a year with a well-known industry figure, 
we often talk about “cautious optimism”. 
There is no doubt there are challenges and 
uncertainty ahead, hence the caution. But 
I’m optimistic for many reasons. 

Firstly, I like to put things in context, 
because I am a lucky guy. I’ve got a warm 
house, cold beer, a fridge full of food, 
a warehouse full of more food, enough 
money to pay for my Arsenal season ticket 
and buy golf balls faster than I lose them, 
and family and friends whom I love.

Mutti has The It Factor 
Italy’s No.1 tomato brand, Mutti, was the star turn on TV in December, 
after it featured on a show dedicated to the very best Italian brands.

The It Factor, a new series of 12 shows broadcast on London Live, had a 
whole 30-minute episode dedicated to tomatoes – and Mutti took centre 
stage.

The programme featured interviews with Francesco Mutti (Mutti CEO) 
and James Amar (Mutti brand manager), as well as product tastings, 
pizza making and plenty of fun and fascinating facts about the world of 
tomatoes.

The show is available to watch on London Live’s YouTube channel:  
https://youtu.be/eV5vbTRO0p0. The TV channel is enjoyed by one in four 
Londoners.

It wasn’t Mutti’s only appearance on television that month though. The 
brand’s ever-popular Finely Chopped Tomatoes product featured on Gino 
D’Acampo’s latest ITV show, Gino’s Italian Escapes.
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Secondly, there’s our business, which, 
it’s fair to say, occupies a good bit of 
my time, and is full of opportunities 
– distribution gaps, NPD, new 
brands, new account prospects, IT 
developments – the list goes on. 

Then there’s my team of fantastic 

colleagues, passionate about doing 
great things for our loyal and supportive 
customers and brand partners. 

And lastly, well, life’s just better if you 
keep smiling. 



Buiteman, our Dutch savoury 
biscuit brand, is launching some 
new products perfect for sharing, 
either as a gift or with friends when 
entertaining.

Gouda Cheese Crumbles are a firm 
favourite and Buiteman only uses 
Dutch Gouda cheese that has been 
matured for 18 months.  Traditional 
Delft pottery and the iconic Dutch 
national costume have been the 
inspiration for the design of this 
striking blue and white box. 

Buiteman has also launched an 
assortment selection that has two 
different flavour biscuits in one box. 
Made with two very British cheeses, 
a mature Cheddar and a Double 
Gloucester, this selection is perfect 
for anyone entertaining a crowd or 
just having a few friends round for a 
glass of wine.

Both retail at £3.99 for 180g.

Finally, Buiteman has designed two 
smaller 75g boxes in their popular 
Sundried Tomato and Cheddar 
variants. With a premium look and 
feel, these are just right in a hamper 
or as a foodie gift. They retail at 
£1.59 per box.
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Over recent years we have seen a 
shift in consumer demand for the 
authentic flavour of ethnic cooking. 
Going from strength to strength is 
the teriyaki marinade and sauce 
market driven by Kikkoman. Teriyaki 
is the popular Japanese cooking 
technique in which food is grilled 
with a soy- based glaze. The £4.4m 
teriyaki market is up an impressive 
11.6% year on year, and Kikkoman, 
with a 43.6% market share, is 
growing at +38% in volume - well 
ahead of other brands.*

Consumers are actively interested 
in exploring and trying different 
cuisines. In addition to their desire 
for great taste, there is also a need 
for convenience - and teriyaki ticks 
both boxes. As well as its role as 
a flavourful marinade and glaze for 

barbecuing and grilling, teriyaki is 
increasingly used for healthy, quick 
and easy meals, in particular for wok 
cooking. 

On the back of the success of its 
Teriyaki Marinade, Kikkoman is 
driving innovation in the sector with 
its new family of Teriyaki Sauces. 
These products are so versatile 
that they can be used as cooking 
sauces, marinades and table 
sauces.  

The addition of honey in the Teriyaki 
BBQ Sauce complements the 
richness and aromatic flavour of 
teriyaki and delivers a smoother and 
thicker sauce, perfect for the side of 
the plate.

For everyday meals, the Teriyaki 
Sauce with Roasted Garlic gives 

a richness and depth of flavour to 
meat, fish or vegetables. 

The Teriyaki Sauce with Toasted 
Sesame adds a natural smoky and 
nutty flavour to popular dishes, from 
stir-fries to grilled salmon.

*Nielsen 52 weeks, ending 02.07.16

New faces
There have been two recent additions 
to our sales team. Nick Ash took up the 
post of foodservice channel controller 
in November, joining us from The Big 
Kitchen, a £350m Dutch family business 
which manufactures value-added meat 
products. There he spent the last six 
years 

developing its fledgling foodservice division into 
an £8m+ business. Previously, Nick has held roles 
with Lovering Foods and Le Pain Croustillant.

Michelle Davies joined the company in January. 
Her role is to develop end user national accounts. 
She has spent 30 years in sales, mainly with the 
major wholesalers, including Brakes and Bidvest, 
and has also had a number of years’ experience 
within bakery manufacturing and selling brands 
via RHM Foodservice.

Buiteman - designed for sharing

Kikkoman’s new Teriyaki Sauce family



Mary Berry’s was among the star performers for RH 
Amar this festive season as shoppers traded up to 
premium dressings for the Christmas and New Year 
holidays. “The Mary Berry effect” and the nation’s 
desire for treats following a tough 2016 have resulted in 
an impressive +18% increase in December orders.

Biggest winners were Mary Berry’s Light Salad Dressing 

and Salad Dressing (RRP: £3 for 235ml each), which showed 
year-on-year December order rises of +68.5% and +80.4% 
respectively.

The brand’s great seasonal result has followed hot on the heels 
of a nationwide Good Taste Tour, during which the Mary Berry’s 
brand appeared at a series of high profile food shows throughout 
the UK. There are more plans for 2017 including an exciting new 
launch, details of which we look forward to unveiling in the very 
near future.

Paddy’s Bathroom is aiming to make an even bigger splash 
in 2017. Its exciting and popular range of natural toiletries for 
babies, toddlers and children has a new look line-up. There is 
also a TV campaign.

Developed under a “co-creation scheme” with parents, the 
brand’s new five-strong offering rolled out to stores last 
autumn. It is already showing an average +40% increase on 
the return on sales of the old range, with the brand new Baby 
Bubble Bath standing out as the No.1 SKU.
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The Mary Berry effect provides 
seasonal cheer

Paddy’s big splash

Emma Thornton joins us as UK 
field marketing manager for 
the Tranquini brand of natural 
relaxation drinks.  Previously 
she worked within the beauty 
and lifestyle sector for brands 
such as Elemis, as retail 
marketing executive, Bulgari, 
as brand manager,  and 
Guinot, as marketing and PR 
manager.

To support the new range, Paddy’s 
has created a new advert featuring 
a heart-warming bath time which 
introduces the little turtle from the 
Baby Bubble Bath.  The little girl 
sings the popular “I had a little 
turtle” nursey rhyme with her Dad.  
The advert will launch on Nick 
Junior in January and the end frame 
will direct consumers to retailers 
stocking the brand.
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Happy birthday, Del Monte!

This year, 2017, is a big year for Del Monte, marking 125 years since the world famous brand was first seen by 
consumers on cans of peaches in California.

The brand was named after one of the world’s first ever luxury hotels and from those premium roots has remained 
consistently synonymous with the selection of the best possible quality goods. Over the years, as the sands of time 
have brought economic challenges, changing consumer behaviour and demands, the Del Monte brand has stayed 
true to its heritage. In the 1920s the brand’s slogan was “Not a label, a guarantee”. In more recent years “Say Yes to 
the Best” has become recognised and understood the world over.

To mark this particularly notable anniversary, Del Monte will be celebrating in style with a logo for use on all 
communications, along with events and campaigns. There will also be a very special recipe-based initiative featuring a 
celebrity chef soon to be revealed.

As brand share continues to grow in a static canned fruit market, where all other competitors are in decline, there 
really has never been a better year to say “Yes” to Del Monte.
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Ella’s Kitchen 
takes campaign to 
Parliament
Ten giant toy building blocks made entirely out of vegetables 
were delivered to the Department of Health in October. This 
was part of baby food brand Ella’s Kitchen’s ongoing “Veg for 
Victory” campaign to improve children’s health.  Ella’s Kitchen 
is supporting a change in the Department of Health guidelines to 
encourage a vegetable-led approach to weaning.

Representatives from Ella’s Kitchen, along with a contingent of 
little helpers, descended upon Parliament to deliver a giant version 
of their Greener Paper along with the veggie building blocks.  

Commenting on the activity, founder and chairman of Ella’s 
Kitchen, Paul Lindley said: “Our mission is to improve children’s 
lives through developing healthy relationships with food.  As a 
nation, we need to do more to focus our attention on the eating 
habits of the under-fives. We need to look at the very point when 
babies start to explore food as this is where relationships with 
food, both good and bad, are formed. We are therefore calling on 
Public Health England to review its current weaning guidelines 
to reflect the latest evidence, which supports a ‘vegetables first, 
vegetables frequently and vegetables in variety’ approach, as this 
is a simple step that mums and dads can take.”

The campaign has subsequently received a huge level of support 
from high profile celebrities such as Jamie Oliver, a keen advocate 
himself of healthy eating amongst children, Hugh Fearnley-
Whittingstall and Shadow Home Secretary, Diane Abbott - to name 
but a few.

“Is everything all 
right?”
Henry Amar, chairman, 
writes:

Don’t you hate those restaurants where, 
every five minutes, the waiter comes and 
asks if everything is all right? Once during 
the meal is fine, but not between every 
other mouthful.

On a similarly occasional basis, businesses 
do well to ask themselves whether 
everything is all right. For me, the moment 
to ask this question is at the start of the 
New Year, and that is precisely when 
I am writing this article. Our company 
had a decent year in 2016, and there is a 
tendency to think “if it ain’t broke, don’t 
fix it”. But I am ever mindful of the words 
which regularly appeared on my school 
reports: “Could do better”, and at the start 
of each year I look for ways in which our 
company could enhance its performance.

This involves sitting down in front of a 
blank sheet of paper, and making a list of 
objectives which will be of benefit to the 
company in the year ahead. The list must 
be short – if there are too many goals, there 
will be a lack of focus. Also each objective 
has to be achievable, otherwise the whole 
exercise will soon run out of steam.

For this New Year, I shall list just four 
objectives. We all know that 2017 is going 
to be a funny old year. It already seems 
full of menace and uncertainty, but my 
objectives will be relevant to the business 
whatever happens in the outside world. 
I shall keep them front of mind, thinking 
of them on a daily basis, and seeing 
everything that happens in our business 
through the prism of these aspirations. 
And, as the year progresses and I see that 
we are making progress, I shan’t mind if 
(occasionally) people ask me if everything is 
all right.

P.S.  One of my four objectives was to write 
an article that included neither the word 
“Brexit” nor the word “Trump” – so it’s one 
down, three to go.

Jamie Oliver and our 
Cannellini Beans
Cooks&Co’s Cannellini Beans were featured 
on Jamie Oliver’s Super Foods programme 
on Channel 4 in November. Jamie used them 
to make his Super Shepherd’s Pie.

Not only did the product get excellent 
coverage, but it was a great endorsement 
for the quality of the Cooks&Co products, 
since Jamie is known only to use the best 
ingredients. We always knew he appreciated 
good food!
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RH Amar wins top prize in Supplier 
of the Year
RH Amar has been named overall “Supplier of the Year 2016” by Jones Food Solutions. 

Whilst Coca-Cola Enterprises was named “Retail Supplier of the Year” and Unilever won “Catering Supplier of the Year”, 
RH Amar picked up the wholesaler’s prestigious top prize.

RH Amar area account manager, Gareth Morgan, was presented with the award at a gala dinner and awards ceremony 
held in November at The Centurion Hotel 
in Midsomer Norton.

Gavin Jones, commercial director at 
Jones Food Solutions’ parent company, 
L&F Jones Holdings Ltd, said: “This is 
our company’s most prestigious award 
and takes into account a supplier’s 
service levels, growth contribution and, 
most importantly, level of collaboration. 
We have experienced outstanding 
customer care, product development 
and strategic planning from all of the 
team at RH Amar, including fantastic 
on the ground support from Gareth. 
We have a true partnership that has 
strength and depth, with our two family 
businesses sharing a vision of best in 
class customer care at their core. We 
look forward to a long and successful 
working relationship with RH Amar for 
the future.”

Ella’s Kitchen’s award-winning year!
Not only has the UK’s No.1 baby food brand had an impressive year for sales, but it 
has also received some prestigious accolades.

In The Grocer’s annual review of the best advertising campaigns of the year, “Veg 
for Victory” was named the campaign of the year for the Baby and Toddler category,  
highlighting its engagement with Public Health England as just one its many 
achievements. With the aim of encouraging a vegetable-led approach to weaning, the 
campaign combined an industry roundtable with an agenda-setting white paper and a 
whimsical Winston Churchill-inspired ad. 

In the Mother and Baby Awards, which celebrate the best pregnancy and baby 
products on the market, Ella’s won the Gold Award with their Veg First Tastes in the 
Best Baby Food category. They had faced some very stiff competition against the likes 
of Organix.  Speaking of the product, the award judges said: “Ella’s Kitchen pouches 
offer a way to ensure that your baby has the best ingredients and access to healthy 
foods, even when you yourself don’t have the time to prepare them.”

Paul 
changes 
a man’s 
life

In November, our finance director, Paul Tuhrim, led a group of 
55 cyclists on a 250 mile ride in Israel, and raised £200,000 for 
the Norwood charity. Among the cyclists was Sam, a 54 year-
old man who was born with partial hearing and became blind 
15 years ago.

Six months ago Sam’s self-esteem and confidence were 
extremely low. He was concerned for his family, as he was 
unable to work and consequently was receiving state benefits.

Martin Jones (chairman, L&F Jones), Gavin Jones (commercial director, L&F Jones), Gareth 
Morgan (area account manager, RH Amar), Ray D’arcy (managing director, L&F Jones)

Paul (left) and Sam
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McCormick releases 2017 
Flavour Forecast
For nearly two decades, this much-anticipated annual report from McCormick has predicted emerging flavours. These 
have included chipotle chillies, coconut water and peri-peri sauce – all of which are now found everywhere from 
restaurants to retail shelves and kitchen cabinets. “This year the Flavour Forecast identifies cutting-edge flavours that help 
chefs, tastemakers and home cooks refresh their menus,” said McCormick executive chef Kevan Vetter.  

Here are the five flavour trends the chefs, culinary professionals, trend trackers and flavour experts at McCormick have 
identified for 2017:

Rise & Shine to Global Tastes: Breakfast options with big, global flavours are being sought after by a generation of 
flavour adventurists no longer content with the usual traditional bowl.  Options include warm, sweet congee, or a Middle 
Eastern-inspired breakfast hash, topped with a spicy skhug sauce made with Thai bird’s eye chillies, cumin, cardamom, 
coriander, garlic, parsley,  olive oil and lemon juice.

Plancha Flat-Out Grilling: Hailing from Spain, France’s Basque region, and Mexico, the plancha (a thick, flat slab of cast 
iron) is growing in popularity around the world for creating a sizzling, smoky sear-flavoured crust.  The plancha can be 
used with meats, seafood and vegetables, paired with bold sauces, rubs and glazes.

Egg Yolks - The Sunny Side of Flavour: Whether poached, fried or cured, chefs are pairing egg yolks with a range of 
spices, herbs and sauces on lunch and dinner menus. 

Modern Med:  Melding eastern Mediterranean ingredients with western European classics, this trend is embodied in 
dishes such as Persian Minestrone and Ash-e reshteh, a thick, hearty soup made with beans, herbs, turmeric and flat 
noodles. 

Sweet on Pepper:  With an up-front bite and a lingering sensation, peppercorns are finally capturing the spotlight. Their 
cedar and citrus notes pair perfectly with up-and-coming naturally sweet ingredients such as dates and dragon fruit. 

Paul persuaded Sam to come on the bike ride, and, with 
corporate funding, bought a £4,000 tandem bike. Sam 
was paired with Ashley, one of the stronger cyclists. The 
two trained regularly and Paul himself trained Sam in the 
gym during the week.

The ride was a great success for Sam. Ashley would give 
him a running commentary on what he could not see and 
could only partially hear, so that everything came alive for 

him. The experience brought Sam out of his shell.

In six months, Sam has lost two stone in weight, become 
fit and made a whole new group of friends who meet up 
regularly. Paul has also helped find him some part time 
work and is looking for more. Sam is now in training to 
run the Silverstone half marathon and will be taking part in 
the next international cycling event in October.

His life has completely changed – thanks to Paul.
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Heat redefined - McCormick launches 
Schwartz Sriracha Seasoning 
Food lovers are obsessed with heat right now, but they are ever hungry for exciting new 
experiences.  Awakened to the delights of global cuisine, discerning consumers are seeking out 
fresh flavour adventures, with over half (56%) of consumers wanting spicier options on menus 
when eating out*.

Schwartz has perfectly captured the mood of the moment with their latest launch – Sriracha 
Seasoning.  A spicy and tangy chilli and garlic infusion, this has become the newest must-have 
seasoning.  Originating in South East Asian restaurants, the condiment has achieved almost 
cult status. This “ketchup with a kick” has inspired fans through street food and festivals, and 
Sriracha mania is so widespread that it now features on supermarket shelves, 

With its garlicky, vinegary notes and hot finish, this versatile and easy-to-use seasoning allows 
caterers to incorporate authentic dishes onto their menus simply and instantly.  The dishes will 
truly excite customers and ignite their palettes – dishes that they are willing to pay more for. 

While Sriracha has its heritage in Asian food, it can also be used to spice up traditional 
ingredients such as chicken and sauces.  It is perfect for marinating and basting meat, fish and 
vegetables, and for sprinkling onto finished dishes such as pizzas.  The seasoning can be used 
to easily upgrade existing condiments, dipping sauces and dressings simply by mixing Schwartz 
Sriracha Seasoning with ketchup, BBQ sauce, mayonnaise or dressings.

A further benefit is that chefs can make their own Sriracha sauce at a fraction of the cost of a 
bought-in sauce.  One jar of Schwartz Sriracha Seasoning can create up to 13 litres of sauce just by mixing it with oil, water, 
garlic, sugar and red peppers.

Schwartz Sriracha Seasoning has been blended from carefully sourced ingredients from around the world and provides more 
than just heat: it gives dishes a new dimension, adding a premium feel and enticing, trend-led flavours to engage customers 
and keep them coming back for more.

*Aviko, independent research, Toluna, December 2015

Appy adds more children’s favourites 
Appy Food and Drinks 
has added Paw Patrol 
to its range of natural 
low-in-sugar drinks.  
There are two varieties - 
Orange and Apple - and 
the products come in 
handy 200ml pouches.

 As with the rest of 
Appy’s range, Paw Patrol 
is sugar tax compliant 
and made from 100% 
natural ingredients. It 
is Vegetarian Society 
approved.  The pouch 
range is made from 10% 
juice and is fortified with 
vitamins A, C and E and 
mineral calcium.

A multi-fruit variety is 
also available, with the 
pack featuring Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles.


